Computer-simulated elongation and compression of A-and B-DNA structures beyond the range of thermal¯uctuations provide new insights into high energy``activated'' forms of DNA implicated in biochemical processes, such as recombination and transcription. All-atom potential energy studies of regular poly(dG) Á poly(dC) and poly(dA) Á poly(dT) double helices, stretched from compressed states of 2.0 A Ê per base-pair step to highly extended forms of 7.0 A Ê per residue, uncover four different hyperfamilies of right-handed structures that differ in mutual base-pair orientation and sugar-phosphate backbone conformation. The optimized structures embrace all currently known right-handed forms of doublehelical DNA identi®ed in single crystals as well as non-canonical forms, such as the original``Watson-Crick'' duplex with trans conformations about the P Ð O5 H and C5 H ÐC4 H backbone bonds. The lowest energy minima correspond to canonical A and B-form duplexes.
Introduction
A remarkable series of new physical manipulations of individual DNA molecules (Bensimon, 1996) has renewed interest in the large-scale conformational¯exibility of the double helix. In addition to the long known solvent-induced transition of the slim, elongated B-type helix (Watson & Crick, 1953) into the wide, stubby A-form (Franklin & Gosling, 1953) , B-DNA can now be converted to a novel over-stretched S conformation upon direct pulling (Bensimon, 1996; Cluzel et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996; Baumann et al., 1997) . This extended state, while anticipated nearly 50 years ago from the optical properties of ®bers under tension (Wilkins et al., 1951) , is only beginning to be understood. According to the best available molecular models (Cluzel et al., 1996; Konrad & Bolonick, 1996; , complementary base-pairing remains intact in the extended duplex (which is 1.6-1.65 times the normal 3.4 A Ê /bp contour length), the duplex is unwound, and base-pairs are inclined signi®cantly with respect to the helical axis.
These arti®cially induced changes in conformation provide new clues to the response of DNA to proteins and other ligands. While many DNAbinding proteins take advantage of the molecular mechanisms involved in the B 6 A helical transformation: bending, unwinding, and displacing neighboring base-pairs (Calladine & Drew, 1984) through concerted changes in backbone and glycosyl torsion angles (Olson, 1976; Yathindra & Sundaralingam, 1976; Zhurkin et al., 1978) , a growing number of proteins distort the double helix to conformational states outside the bounds of the natural B 6 A transition (see reviews by Guzikevich-Guerstein & Shakked, 1995; Suzuki & Yagi, 1995; Werner et al., 1996; Dickerson, 1998; Olson et al., 1998) . The stretching of DNA by protein arises in many instances from the intercalation, or partial insertion, of amino acid side groups between adjacent base-pairs, although there is at least one example of non-intercalative DNA base separation ($5 A Ê ) in a single-stranded DNA fragment bound to the RecA protein (Nishinaka et al., 1997 (Nishinaka et al., , 1998 . The latter structure, which is stabilized by novel sugar-base stacking, is thought to be relevant to the regularly elongated form of DNA in the RecA ®lament (Howard-Flanders et al., 1987) as well as to physically stretched forms of DNA. Molecular models of related structures suggest that sugar-sugar interactions may also be involved (Zhurkin et al., 1994a,b) .
The precise mechanisms of DNA stretching are still unknown at the atomic level. Recent energy minimization and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of extended duplex structures (Konrad & Bolonick, 1996; have focused more on the global conformational features of over-stretched duplexes than the concerted movements of bases and sugar-phosphate backbone involved in the deformation processes. Moreover, there are discrepancies in the predicted conformational changes in the published studies. For example, the unwound ribbon-like structures found by pulling on the 3 H -termini of complementary strands of oligonucleotide models are sometimes (Konrad & Bolonick, 1996) , but not always , accompanied by high base inclination. These differences presumably re¯ect a variety of built-in methodological distinctions, including (1) the nature of the assumed force ®elds, AMBER (Pearlman et al., 1995) versus JUMNA (Lavery et al., 1995) , (2) the choice of independent structural variables (Cartesian versus internal coordinates), and (3) the route taken to change conformation (MD versus minimization). In addition, the stretched forms revealed in energy minimization depend on the method used to bring about chain extension, i.e. pulling the molecule on the 3 H and 5 H termini gives different results . On the other hand, the corresponding simulations of A and B-DNA compression have not yet been performed. Here we report a systematic all-atom potential energy analysis of the compression and elongation of regular DNA double helices. Rather than pushing or pulling the chain on the 5 H or 3 H ends with explicit energy terms, we solve a constrained minimization problem that identi®es the conformations of a DNA duplex with ®xed global helical extension. This method allows us to follow the longitudinal deformations of the double helix in terms of its``macroscopic'' stretching coordinate, the helical rise. We optimize the con®gurations of both poly(dA) Á poly(dT) and poly(dG) Ápoly(dC) homopolymers (of given helical extension) under high and low salt conditions. In order to sample conformation space as widely as possible, we adopt an implicit representation of the chemical environment with a distant-dependent dielectric constant and atomic charges modi®ed to mimic counterion condensation (Young et al., 1997) . Optimization of A and B-DNA helices reveals several structural`h yperfamilies'' that exhibit signi®cantly different energy pro®les, backbone conformations, and basepair step geometries. The combined data provide new insight into the deformations of duplex DNA and the nature of both highly stretched and protein-deformed double helices.
Importantly, the simulated duplex variability goes beyond the limits of the thermal¯uctuations that occur under``standard solution conditions''. Here we are interested in the large-scale deformations of DNA caused by bound proteins, such as TBP or RecA, or by direct physical manipulations. The biological role of these high energỳ`a ctivated'' states (Rich, 1959 ) is related to the improved accessibility of Watson-Crick base-pairs during the course of DNA``processing '' (methylation, recombination, transcription, etc.) . These forms, which are unfavorable in free DNA, are presumably stabilized by the binding of proteins. While the speci®c ways to facilitate DNA distortions are different for different proteins, one feature always remains the same: the conformational preferences of the duplex itself, which are the subject of this study.
Results and Discussion

Overview of hyperfamilies
The minimization of conformational energy yields four hyperfamilies of right-handed helical structures with characteristic sugar-phosphate backbones (Table 1) . Each hyperfamily contains both A and B-like duplexes with sugars puckered respectively in C3 H -endo and C2 H -endo domains and phosphodiester and glycosyl torsions concomitantly perturbed in well established directions, i.e. the O3 H ÐP phosphodiester z angle is 30-40 higher and the glycosyl torsion w is $30-90 lower in A versus B-duplexes. These conformational distinctions are consistent with all available crystallographic data (Schneider et al., 1997) and persist over the complete range of simulated stretching and compression (2.0-7.0 A Ê /bp helical rise).
Despite the differences in sugar puckering, the A and B-like structures in each hyperfamily exhibit the same qualitative behavior during the complete course of stretching and compression (Figures 1-5 ). The similar responses of backbone and bases to longitudinal deformations support early ideas that A and B-like forms occupy parallel ravines in (torsion angle/helical parameter) conformation space and that these forms are simply shifted by differences in P Á Á ÁP and C1 H Á Á ÁC1 H distances (Zhurkin et al., 1978) . Here we ®nd additional sets of related duplexes sharing other common structural relationships as well as similar longitudinal deformabilities.
The energetic and structural changes in thè`h igh salt'' regime, which is thought to mimic the natural cellular environment of the double helix, persist as well under simulated``low salt'' conditions (see Figure 1 and discussion below). Here we highlight the important conformational distinctions among the hyperfamilies at``high salt'' in terms of the preferred ranges of dihedral angles: trans (t), gauche AE (g AE ) for backbone torsions of 180 (AE60) and AE60(AE60) , and anti, high anti, and syn for O4
, 120(AE45) , and 210(AE45)
, respectively. Terms such as stretch, stretch per step, global stretching, and extension are used synonymously with``helical rise'' in the text. At the same time, dimer``Rise'' and other local parameters (designated by capital letters) are used to characterize the base-pair step geometry. The local parameters (Figure 2 ) describe the positioning of coordinate frames embedded in adjacent base-pairs, whereas the helical parameters ( Figure 3 ) are de®ned with respect to a global duplex axis (see Methods). While we focus attention on the computed behavior of poly(dG) Ápoly(dC) polymers, the variation of Table 1 . Torsion angles, in degrees, for A and B families of forms poly(dA) Á poly(dT) is roughly identical because of the simpli®ed nature of our homopolymer model (see Methods).
With few exceptions, the torsion angles within each conformational family are fairly constant over the course of longitudinal deformations, with individual angles showing only modest variations (ca. 20-30 ) from their characteristic values upon stretching. As a result, the P Á Á ÁP virtual bond distances v (between successive phosphorus atoms Figure 1 . Stretching/compression pro®les of energy versus helical rise of optimized A and B-form poly (dG) Á poly(dC) duplexes simulated under ((a) and (b))``high'' and ((c) and (d))``low salt'' conditions. The interchanges between conformational forms occur at points where the pro®les intersect. Plot styles distinguish conformational families: ÐÐÐ , A 1 B 1 ; ------, A t B t ; ± Á ± Á ±, A 2 B 2 ; ÐÐÐ, A 3 B 3 . The thin dotted curves ( Á Á Á Á) correspond to the kinked A k helices found within the A 2 family of structures. on the same strand) are roughly constant (Figure 4) , and the helical radii r (de®ned by the P atoms of the homopolymer model) follow the theoretically expected dependence on global extension (h), helical twist ( h ), and P Á Á ÁP distance (v):
The lowest energy forms overall, found in what we call the A 1 B 1 hyperfamily, correspond to the canonical A and B-DNA double helices that dominate the X-ray literature (heavy solid curves in Figure 1 ). Both forms respond to stress in much the same way. Speci®cally, Twist increases slightly upon stretching from 2.0 to 3.0-3.5 A Ê /bp, and then decreases substantially (heavy solid curves in Figure 2 (a) and (b)). Roll, by contrast, decreases with stretching of the duplex up to helical rise values of 4.5 A Ê /bp, and subsequently increases with further extension (Figure 2 (c) and (d)). These correlated conformational changes mimic the behavior of DNA in solution, stretched ®bers, and single crystals. For example, the computed changes in base-pair inclination in the vicinity of the global minimum are the same order of magnitude as the 10-20 deviations from perpendicularity deduced from the linear and circular dichroism spectra of representative DNAs in aqueous salt solution (Norde Ân et al., 1978; Edmondson & Johnson, 1986) . Furthermore, our over-twisted B 1 duplex is characterized by the same negative Roll (Figure 2(d) ), positive base-pair inclination (Figure 3(d) ), radial narrowing (Figure 4 (f)), and minor groove compression ( Figure 5(b) ) observed in the course of the B 3 C 3 D transition in ®bers (Arnott et al., 1974; Selsing et al., 1975) .
The variations in local base-pair step and global helical parameters with longitudinal deformations also follow the conformational patterns exhibited by dimer steps in high resolution A and B-DNA crystal structures (Olson et al., 1998 . Speci®-cally, the local Twist and Rise are positively correlated in nine out of ten dimeric steps, a ®nding which is in agreement with the present simulations and which serves as further indication of the sequence independence of this important correlation. In addition, the local Rise of A 1 B 1 helices (Figure 4 (a) and (b)) increases with duplex stretching along intuitively expected lines, i.e. imposed global extension increases the spacing between base-pair planes. The added base-pair separation presumably contributes to the``melting'' of the double helix at extreme extension (note the nearly perpendicular orientations, i.e. large propeller twisting, of complementary base-pairs in the overstretched A 1 and B 1 duplexes in Figures 6 and 7) . The combined distortions of both base-pair and backbone geometry destabilize the A 1 B 1 forms compared to other states at high global extension (see discussion, below). In particular, the difference in groove sizes among helical families is tied to their electrostatic stabilities, and is a key to understanding the nature of the sharp cooperative transition observed in DNA under extreme stretching (see the following section).
Of particular interest is the correspondence between our simulations of B 1 -DNA stretching and the conformational patterns associated with localized, protein-induced elongation of the double helix in the high resolution nucleosome core particle structure (Luger et al., 1997) . The shorter of the two halves of the nucleosome-bound DNA, the so-called 72 bp fragment, spans the same contour length as its longer (73 bp) counterpart. The added extension of the shorter DNA is concentrated within a 12 bp section, covering the same region of the H3-H4 tetramer as a 13 bp region in the longer half; see so-called sites 2 and À2 in Figure 4 (d) of Luger et al. (1997) . The modest increase in helical rise, which allows the 12 bp fragment to occupy the same space as the 13 bp piece, leads to increases of Twist and base-pair inclination, as well as to narrowing of the minor groove entirely consistent with our simulations (Figures 2(b This conformational variant, which was featured in the original Watson-Crick ®ber diffraction model (Crick & Watson, 1954) and is seen in $6 % of all dimer steps in currently determined A-DNA crystal structures (Schneider et al., 1997) , increases P Á Á ÁP backbone distances and reduces glycosyl torsion angles w compared to their values in the A 1 B 1 hyperfamily (Table 1 and Figure 4 (c) and (d)). Similar structures were predicted in early conformational energy studies (Olson, 1976; Yathindra & Sundaralingam, 1976; Zhurkin et al., 1978) , and also suggested on the basis of ®ber diffraction data (Chandrasekaran et al., 1980) . The infrequent occurrence of A t conformations in the X-ray literature is consistent with the energy difference computed here between unstretched A t versus the more favorably base-stacked A 1 duplex (Figure 1(a) ,``high salt''). By contrast, the absence in the X-ray database of B t conformers, which are fairly close in energy to unstretched B 1 forms under both``high'' and``low salt'' conditions (Figure 1(b) and (d)), suggests possible limitations of the present energy analysis. The inclusion of explicit water molecules and counterions in the computations might raise the energy of the unstretched B t form. We ®nd no signi®cant change in the relative energies of B 1 and B t conformers, however, in our``continuous medium'' simulations, when phosphate charges are reduced to levels predicted by counterion condensation theory (Manning, 1978) .
hyperfamily
Helices in the A 2 B 2 hyperfamily adopt the conformational switch ®rst characterized in dimer steps at the ends of B-DNA dodecamer duplexes (Grzeskowiak et al., 1991) and anticipated in early DNA computations (Zhurkin et al., 1978; Olson, 1982b) . We use the subscript 2 to emphasize the conformational similarity of our computed structures with these so-called B (II , and the w angle orienting the sugar and base rises by to the high anti range (see Table 1 ). The combined effect of all four torsion angle changes is a large-scale variation in local and global base-pair geometry. For example, the stretching-induced responses of Roll and helical inclination in the B 2 helices are completely opposite from those in the B 1 family; compare heavy continuous versus thin broken curves in Figures 2(d) and 3(d). In further contrast to the canonical B 1 structure, the minor grooves of the B 2 duplexes show little, if any, variation upon extension beyond $4 A Ê /bp and a signi®cant decrease upon extreme compression ( Figure 5(b) ). Slide, Rise, and total energy are similarly unaffected by duplex stretching (Figures 1, 2 (f), 4(b)). Importantly, the B 2 conformation becomes energetically more favorable than all other``high salt'' B-forms when stretched to $5.4 A Ê /bp.
The A 2 conformation, by contrast, is the least energetically favorable of all A-DNA structures under both``high'' and``low salt'' conditons (Figure 1(a) and (c) ). There are, however, some relatively stable, but highly kinked A-like forms with ez angles con®ned to the g À t domain which bear close resemblance to the dimer steps of DNA complexed to the TATA-box binding protein (see discussion of these A k states in Table 2 in a later section).
The A 3 B 3 structures, though similar at the backbone level to the A 1 B 1 hyperfamily, differ dramatically from all other duplexes in terms of global base-pair orientation and the associated responses to stretching and compression. Largescale changes in the glycosyl torsions w to the high anti range completely untwist neighboring residues, signi®cantly incline and displace basepairs with respect to the global helical axis, and appreciably widen the minor groove (thin continuous curves in Figures 2(a) , (b), 3(c)-(f) and 5(a), (b)). These unusual``vertical helices'', anticipated in early theoretical work (Olson & Dasika, 1976; Olson, 1977) Over-stretched A 2 B 2 and A 3 B 3 duplexes are quite different from extended A 1 B 1 and A t B t forms with undistorted and negatively inclined (positively rolled) base-pairs in the former cases and partiallỳ`m elted'' and positively inclined (negatively rolled) base-pairs in the latter (Figures 2(c), (d), 3(c), (d), 6, and 7). All four hyperfamilies converge in the limit of maximal extension to a common ladder-like backbone with comparable values of helical twist, x-displacement, P Á Á ÁP virtual bond distance, global radius, and minor groove width but with altered base-pair geometry.
Stretching-induced cooperative transitions
The treatment of idealized DNA homopolymers undertaken here precludes detailed analysis of the cooperative transitions between different families of helical forms, such as the B 6 A transition (Ivanov et al., 1974) , characterized by irregular high-energy``boundaries'' between interchanging conformational fragments. On the other hand, the variation of energy with helical rise within isolated families (as analyzed here) has the following advantage. As seen in Figure 1 , the conformational states of lowest energy depend upon the degree of stretching. Thus, one can imagine how the DNA backbone interconverts from one conformational family to another as the energy pro®les intersect. These large-scale transitions, including interchanges between extended helices (Figures 6 and 7), are reminiscent of those implicated by direct stretching experiments (Bensimon, 1996; Cluzel et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996; Baumann et al., 1997) .
Conformational interchanges
At the starting point of the calculations where the double helix is ®xed in the canonical A and B-DNA forms (with respective helical rise of 3.0 and 3.3 A Ê /bp in poly(dG) Á poly(dC) and of 2.9 and 3.2 A Ê /bp in poly(dA) Ápoly(dT)), the A 1 B 1 energy is the global minimum. Upon stretching, the energies of the canonical helices increase while the energies of other conformational forms, such as the B t duplex, decrease (see Figure 1 ). The B-DNA backbone apparently converts to the Watson-Crick-like B t form at 3.8-4.0 A Ê /bp helical rise, when the energy of the B t structure becomes lower than that of the B 1 form. As noted above, the computed preference for B t forms could re¯ect our simpli®ed computational approach which excludes explicit treatment of water molecules and counterions. This unusual over-twisted (B t ) helix with low helical radius and narrow minor groove is stabilized only under high ionic strength conditions (see Figures 1(b), 5(b), and 7). The minor groove is appropriately increased when the low salt model is considered ( Figure 5(d) ).
As we continue to stretch the DNA, the energy of the B 2 form approaches that of the B 1 and B t families, and at $5.5 A Ê /bp the B 2 form becomes energetically favored over the B t helix (Figures 1(b) , (d) and 7). The energy pro®les thus predict a two-step B 1 3 B t 3 B 2 transition, where each step entails certain rearrangements of conformational parameters. The B 1 3 B t transition involves the correlated switching of a and g torsions (Table 1) and $4-5 A Ê , respectively), which are expected to introduce an extremely high energy barrier at the borders between the two equi-potential forms ; see Figure 7 ). We therefore hypothesize that the``energetically expensive'' switch into the B 2 conformation may account for the sharp phase transition observed at 60-70 % DNA extension (Cluzel et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996) . In other words, the concerted $40 rotations of base-pairs about their long axes in the B 1 /B t 3 B 2 transition offer an appropriate mechanism to account for the``domino effect'' implied by the cooperative force-dependent stretching of DNA. Note that our data further predict that the B 2 helix becomes more favorable than all other Btype structures at 5.35 A Ê /bp helical rise under`h igh salt'' conditions, and at 5.7 A Ê /bp at``low salt'' (Figure 1(b) and (d)), degrees of extensions closely corresponding to the degree of DNA stretching at the observed transition.
On the other hand, if we consider the lack of crystallographic examples of B t duplexes noted above as an argument against the calculated energetic preferences of B t states in the range 4.0-5.5 A Ê /bp, we conclude that the stretching of the canonical B 1 duplex can also occur directly via a B 1 3 B 2 transition at $5.0 A Ê /bp. In this case the calculated helical rise at the transition point is $10 % less than the observed extension, 5.4-5.6 A Ê /bp (Cluzel et al., 1996) or $5.8 A Ê /bp (Smith et al., 1996) . The conformational mechanism, however, remains the same: large rearrangements of sugars and bases about the glycosyl linkages.
One of the factors leading to the steep increase in energy of B 1 and B t forms upon stretching is the electrostatic repulsion between duplex strands (note the minima in minor groove widths at 4.0- Parameters derived from crystal structures taken from the Nucleic Acid Database (Berman et al., 1992) and described (Y. Kim & Burley, 1994; Juo et al., 1996; Nikolov et al., 1996; Tan et al., 1996) .
a A 3 and B 3 structures in the Table are restricted to stretching in the range 2.0-4.0 A Ê /bp helical rise, rather than their complete stability ranges (see the text).
b``K inked'' structures (A k ) are limited to helical rise values between 3.0 and 4.0 A Ê /bp , whereas the overall range of stable A k structures corresponds to 3.0-5.5 A Ê /bp helical rise.
c Limits of variation for the yeast (Y. Tan et al., 1996) , Arabidopsis (Kim & Burley, 1994) , and 1.9 A Ê resolution human (Nikolov et al., 1996) TBP-DNA complexes.
d Limits of variation for the 2.9 A Ê resolution human TBP-DNA complex (Juo et al., 1996) , except for one thymine deoxyribose where P 266 .
5.0 A Ê /bp under high salt conditions in Figures 5(b) and 7). As mentioned above, the decrease in groove size is linked to the negative Roll (À25 to À30 ) in B 1 and B t forms (Figure 2(d) ). The reorientation of base-pairs in the extended B 2 duplex results in a positive Roll (Figure 2(d) ), which widens the minor groove ( Figure 5 (b) and 7) and accordingly diminishes electrostatic interactions. Thus, the transition is expected to depend on environmental conditions which modulate the polyelectrolyte character of DNA (see below).
The calculations predict a somewhat different scenario for the stretching-induced transitions of Atype DNA. The A t form is never optimal under`h igh salt'' conditions. Thus, the A 1 form dominates over the stretching interval between 2.0 and 5.1-5.3 A Ê /bp (Figure 1(a) ) until the A 3 form becomes lower in energy. Like the B-type DNA stretching-induced transition, the A 1 3 A 3 conversion also entails signi®cant rearrangements of the glycosyl torsion w from the anti to high anti range (Table 1) . Furthermore, the extended A 3 duplex has the same strong positive Roll, and negative helical inclination as the over-stretched Thus, the stretching of both A and B-type helices simulated here is in principle consistent with the extreme cooperativity observed in single molecule manipulation experiments (Cluzel et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996) . At present, it is impossible to say whether the ®nal stretched DNA states belong to A or B-type structures. The observed decrease in cooperativity of the transition in the presence of alcohol (Smith et al., 1996) may indicate the involvement of A-helices in the process, but this kind of reasoning is inconclusive and further experiments are needed to clarify the issue (see the section on electrostatic and solvation effects, below).
Comparison with published studies
As pointed out above, highly stretched A 2 B 2 and A 3 B 3 structures are similar to one another, but signi®cantly different from extended A 1 B 1 and A t B t helices. The switch from A 1 B 1 and A t B t structures to the extended A 2 B 2 and A 3 B 3 states introduces a conformational barrier, much like a temperatureinduced melting transition or a solvent-induced B 3 A or B 3 Z transformation, that must be crossed before the DNA can be extended further. Importantly, the stretched DNA double helices reported in previous computer simulations-the``Sribbon'' from the Lavery group (Cluzel et al., 1996; with bases roughly perpendicular to the helical axis, the``S-ladder'' by Konrad & Bolonick (1996) with negatively inclined bases, and Lavery's narrow ®ber also with negatively inclined bases , share common features with our extended forms. For example, base-phosphate contact distances (between N1 of purine or N3 of pyrimidine and the 5 H -P of the same nucleotide) in our stretched B 2 and A 3 structures correspond closely with numerical values reported by Konrad & Bolonick (1996) for the``S-ladder''. These extended duplexes, illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 , adopt novel, energy stabilized cross-strand stacking interactions with a given base on one strand associated with the complementary base of the next residue, i.e. base (i) on one strand interacts with the complement of base (i À 1). These unusual contacts dominate the energy and are responsible, in part, for the shallow minima in the A 2 B 2 and A 3 B 3 energy pro®les at 5.5-6.0 A Ê /bp (Figure 1) .
At the same time, there is an important difference between our results and those obtained by others. The smooth pro®les of energy versus helical rise presented here reveal potential pathways of cooperative conformational interconversion undetected in previous work. In distinction to and Konrad & Bolonick (1996) , we make no assumptions as to how the level of chain extension is achieved so that all states with the same helical rise are directly comparable. In other words, based on our energies we can conclude that B t is the best among all possible structures of 5.2 A Ê /bp extension, whereas B 2 is the best for 5.4 A Ê /bp (Figure 1(b) ). This comparison is made possible primarily because of our selection of the helical rise, a natural stretching coordinate with clear``macroscopic'' meaning, as an independent conformational variable.
By contrast, it is not clear whether duplexes stretched by different means (e.g. by pulling on 5 H -5 H versus 3 H -3 H ends) can be directly compared and related to experiment. For example, consider the two forms of poly(dGC)Á poly(dGC) chains pulled via 3 H or 5 H ends in Figure 2 (a) of . These two families of structures, one with positive and the other with negative base-pair inclination, have equivalent deformation energies at relative DNA extensions of 1.7, 1.9, and 2.1. The roughly parallel increase in energy of these two forms with stretching argues against any phase transitions.
Our identi®cation of multiple conformational forms at a given degree of duplex extension stems from the ®ne (0.05 A Ê or less) incremental variation of helical rise used in our calculations. The larger (0.5 A Ê ) translational steps taken by in energy minimization yield jagged plots of energy versus chain extension that miss the distinctions that we ®nd among conformational families (compare their Figure 2 with our Figure 1) .
The stretching-induced transition with an abrupt increase in internal energy calculated by Konrad & Bolonick (1996) (Gorin et al., 1995) , i.e. with the same de®nitions used in our energy simulations, from the coordinates available on the GeneVue, Inc. web page.)
On the other hand, there is a crucial difference between our model and that by Konrad & Bolonick (1996) . We interpret the observed phase transition in over-stretched DNA as an abrupt large-scale change in the orientations of base-pairs (similar to a``domino effect''). This kind of reorientation, associated with the conversion of the double helix from the B 1 /B t /A 1 conformation to the B 2 /A 3 form, implies that dozens, if not hundreds, of basepairs must rotate simultaneously to avoid formation of the high-energy``boundaries'' between different helical states. The``mechanistic'' reason behind the cooperative transition predicted by Konrad & Bolonick, however, is unclear. The DNA in their simulations is pulled at the 3 H -ends during the complete course of stretching, and intermediate forms appear to have the same sign of base-pair inclination (see Figure 2 of Konrad & Bolonick, 1996) . The duplex seemingly remains within the same family of conformations during the computer simulations.
Further analysis of the over-stretched model available on the GeneVue web site reveals signi®-cant deviations in torsional parameters compared to values observed in crystal forms. In particular, the sugar puckering lies in a prohibited range (P 290-330 ) not even observed in the simplest mononucleosides (Gelbin et al., 1996) . Furthermore, most of the dimer steps in the model assume backbone linkages like the B t form (i.e. trans ag values), even though the inclination of base-pairs resembles that in the B 2 family. This mixed conformational picture is suggestive of an extremely high energy state located far from the structural transitioǹ`p ath'' induced by DNA stretching. It is also unlikely that the correlated changes of a and g angles computed in the Konrad & Bolonick study can account for the large cooperative effect observed experimentally (Bensimon, 1996; Cluzel et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996; Baumann et al., 1997) , especially since such rotational combinations can occur independently in different nucleotides (Olson, 1981) .
Electrostatic and solvation effects
The predicted stretching-induced transitions of B-DNA duplexes follow the same qualitative patterns under simulated low and high salt conditions (Figure 1(b) and (d) ). That is, the B-form duplexes preferentially adopt canonical (B 1 ) conformations over the range of normal chain extension and convert upon added stretching to the B t and B 2 forms. Indeed, the B 1 3 B t and B t 3 B 2 transitions occur at roughly the same degree of extension under the two ionic extremes. The decrease in ionic strength, however, changes the relative energies of the different hyperfamilies, enhancing their convergence to a common conformational form at extreme stretching. Compression of B-form DNA under``low salt'' conditions also favors the B t over the B 1 form. This preference is apparently in¯u-enced by the greater local spacing between successive phosphate groups in the B t family characterized by extended trans, trans conformations of the ag phosphodiester linkage (Zhurkin et al., 1978) .
The change in ionic conditions has a more pronounced effect on the stretching and compression of A-DNA. The variation in salt concentration shifts the relative energies of the A 1 and A t forms, interchanging their conformational preferences at low and high salt (Figure 1(a) and (c) ). Whereas the A-type helices preferentially adopt the canonical A 1 form at high salt, the A t state with more widely separated phosphate groups dominates over nearly the complete range of stretching at low salt. The A 1 state is favored at low ionic strength over only a narrow range of helical rise (4.0-4.5 A Ê /bp). Both below and above this range, the A t family is energetically preferable. In this respect, the A and B-forms behave similarly at`l ow salt'' (Figure 1(c) and (d)). Finally, our data suggest a putative interpretation of the observed dependence of the stretchinginduced transition on hydration. The reduced water activity in 60 % ethanol almost eliminates the cooperativity of the transition (Baumann et al., 1997) . Based on our data, the effect of ethanol can be interpreted in two ways, neither of which excludes the other. First, the decrease in water activity facilitates the B 3 A transition (Ivanov et al., 1974) . Therefore, reduction in the cooperativity of DNA stretching in the presence of ethanol may be tied to the relative advantage of extended A-like forms with C3
H -endo puckered sugars under these conditions (Figure 1(a) ). Second, in the presence of alcohols the monovalent cations may stabilize B 1 -duplexes with narrower minor grooves than the corresponding forms in aqueous solution (Ivanov et al., 1973) . In such cases, the reduced cooperativity can be linked to an ethanol-induced decrease in the barriers introduced by unfavorable inter-phosphate interactions in the B 1 and B t -forms at 4.0-5.0 A Ê /bp stretching (Figures 1(b) and 7) . Evidently, further experiments and theoretical studies are needed to clarify this issue.
TBP-bound DNA
The deformations of DNA brought about by stretching or compression can be compared with the extreme distortions of the double helix induced by the binding of proteins such as the TATA-box binding protein (TBP). Recent interpretations (Lebrun et al., 1997) of the crystal complex suggest that the TATA box is``locally stretched and unwound'' upon association with TBP. Our analysis, however, shows that the TATA-box conformation is not adequately described in such simple and intuitively de®ned terms. In fact, depending upon the choice of structural parameters, the DNA appears to be either stretched or compressed.
Local conformational distortions
The severe distortion of the TATA-box region has been described in terms of the distances between P atoms in different strands (GuzikevichGuerstein & Shakked, 1995; Lebrun et al., 1997) . Speci®cally, the distances that are used to measure the major and minor groove widths of B-DNA, the 20.3 A Ê separation of 5 H -P atoms on either side of a four base-pair double helical stretch and the corresponding 13.8 A Ê distance between 3 H -P atoms, are found to change asymmetrically upon TBP binding. The distance between the 3 H termini of DNA in the TBP-complex increases dramatically to 28.8 A Ê , whereas the 5 H -P Á Á Á5 H -P separation retains the Bform value of 20.3 A Ê , suggesting a``local'' or asymmetric stretching of DNA in the TATA-box region (Guzikevich-Guerstein & Shakked, 1995; Lebrun et al., 1997) .
Interestingly, increased P-P distances between 3 H -P atoms are characteristic features of the A 3 B 3 hyperfamily (see Figure 5 and the above discussion of the unusually wide minor grooves in these helices). These distances, which remain nearly constant (30-32 A Ê ) over the complete range of global stretching (2.0-7.0 A Ê /bp), along with the corresponding 5 H -PÁ Á Á5 H -P distances (19-22 A Ê ), reveal the close resemblance of the A 3 B 3 hyperfamily to TBPbound DNA. Apparently, the duplex does not necessarily have to be stretched to reproduce the crystallographically observed increase in 3 H -P Á Á Á3 H -P distances.
Helical deformations
Further examination of DNA dimer steps in the published TBP complexes (J. L. Y. Kim et al., 1993; Kim & Burley, 1994; Nikolov et al., 1995 Nikolov et al., , 1996 Juo et al., 1996; Tan et al., 1996) in terms of the helical rise uncovers a compression, rather than a stretching of base-pair steps. This parameter corresponds to the distance between consecutive base-pairs along the helical axis of the regular polymeric structure that is generated by successive repetition of a given dimer step (Miyazawa, 1961; Rosenberg et al., 1976; see Methods) . The helical rise computed with the CompDNA software (Gorin et al., 1995) varies from fractions of an A Ê ngstrom unit to slightly over 4.0 A Ê /bp in the seven dimer steps of the TATA box contacted by protein (see Figure 8 ). Indeed, some steps are even more globally compressed than those in the canonical A-DNA duplex.
Among the seven DNA steps involved in direct contact with TBP, steps 1 and 7 are strongly kinked into the major groove, as opposed to the ®ve less severely deformed intermediate steps 2-6. We thus consider these two groups of steps separately. Table 2 compares selected conformational parameters of TBP-bound DNA dimer steps against corresponding values found in our simulated A 3 B 3 and A k structures (where the A k stands, as noted above, for the kinked structures in the A 2 family). The data for the computed structures are reported in terms of the ranges of conformational parameters accompanying an increase of helical rise between 2.0 and 4.0 A Ê /bp, an interval corresponding approximately to the variation in helical rise observed in the TBP-DNA co-crystals. The calcu- Kim & Burley, 1994; Juo et al., 1996; Nikolov et al., 1996; Tan et al., 1996) . In those cases where two different structures of a given complex are given (Y. Kim & Burley, 1994) , the average values are presented. Notations: ®lled circles, yTBP (Y. ; open circles, cyTBP (Tan et al., 1996) ; ®lled triangles, aTBP (Kim & Burley, 1994) ; ®lled squares, hTBP (Juo et al., 1996) ; open squares, hTBPc (Nikolov et al., 1996) . The sequences in positions 5, 6 and 8 are as follows: X A for cyTBP, aTBP, and hTBPc, X T for yTBP and hTBP; Y T for hTBP and Y A for others; Z A for yTBP and hTBP; Z C for cyTBP, Z G for aTBP and hTBPc. The rectangles illustrate the sequence-dependence of the helical rise for steps 2-5: AT < AA < TA. lated A 3 B 3 and A k homopolymers span a slightly narrower range of helical rise compared to individual TBP-bound DNA steps. Steric repulsions prevent compression of the idealized A 3 B 3 structures below 2 A Ê /bp helical rise, and the A k homopolymers are only stable in the 3.0-5.5 A Ê /bp range (see thin dotted curves in Figure 1(a) ).
Importantly, the DNA steps between TBPinduced kinks follow conformational trends found upon stretching the A 3 B 3 hyperfamily. These characteristics include: (1) roughly constant local Rise (Figure 4 (a) and (b)); (2) a decrease in Roll linked to an increase in base-pair inclination with respect to the helical axis (Figures 2(c) , (d) and 3(c), (d)); (3) an increase in Slide tied to a decrease in helical x-displacement (see Figures 2(e) , (f) and 3(e), (f), and discussion below); and (4) an increase in local Twist but almost no change in helical twist as the chain is extended (Figures 2(a) , (b) and 3(a), (b)).
In most TBP-DNA complexes resolved to date, the intervening TATA steps are predominantly A-like in that they tend to adopt C3
H -endo sugar puckering, although the puckering at some steps is C4
H -exo (an intermediate pseudorotational state between the C3 H -endo and C2 H -endo puckers). Thus, the A 3 duplex with its high anti w rotation and local untwisting appears to be an extreme version of TATA-box DNA, for which w is anti at most steps (see Table 2 ).
The only exception to this assessment is the 2.9 A Ê resolution human TBP-DNA complex (Juo et al., 1996) where the steps between the two kinks exhibit the C2 H -endo sugar pucker characteristic of B-like DNA. The glycosyl angle w in this structure is relatively high compared to that of``standard'' B-DNA, placing this form close to the B 3 family. The variation of base-pair step parameters in the human TATA-box DNA also resembles that of the calculated B 3 structures (see Table 2 ). Therefore, we conclude that both subsets of the calculated A 3 B 3 hyperfamily, A 3 with C3 H -endo sugars and B 3 with C2 H -endo sugars, are close relatives of the experimentally observed TATA-box structures. Figure 8 further illustrates the effects of sequence on the structure of DNA in the TATA box. The helical rise values increase in the order: AT < AA < TA (see the boxes in Figure 8 ). Interestingly, a similar sequence dependence has been observed for local Twist (Juo et al., 1996) . In particular, the central fourth step is most compressed and unwound when it is AT, with a helical rise of 1.0-1.3 A Ê /bp (Y. Juo et al., 1996) . The corresponding helical twist is close to 20 (local Twist % 0 ) and the base-pair (helical) inclination is À80 to À90 (data not shown), values consistent with the behavior of the A 3 B 3 structures (Table 2) . On the other hand, when the fourth step is AA, the dimer looks more like a canonical A-like form with helical rise 2.5-3.0 A Ê /bp in the yeast TBP-DNA structures (Y. Tan et al., 1996) .
Sequence effects
The unusually low values of helical rise for the AT steps correlate with the extremely high (7.7-9.5 A Ê ) values of helical x-displacement (see Table 2 ). This parameter is identical to the displacement D used in earlier notations (Arnott, 1970) , where a positive D value indicates the shifting of base-pairs toward the minor groove. Because of the tendency of the sugar-phosphate backbone to retain its optimal geometry (Gorin et al., 1995) , an increase in D is linked with the decreases in helical rise and helical twist that accompany the B-to-A transition (Olson, 1976; Yathindra & Sundaralingam, 1976; Zhurkin et al., 1978) . Notice, however, that the displacement D is about 4.5-5.0 A Ê /bp in the canonical A-form, whereas here D is as high as $9.5 A Ê at the central AT step in the human TBP-DNA complex (Juo et al., 1996) . In other words, the AT steps appear to be highly exposed in the minor groove. This pronounced sequence dependence in the TATA-box parameters is probably functionally signi®cant for mutual protein-DNA ®t, i.e. optimization of TBP-DNA interactions at the interface surface.
As for the kinks at either end of the proteinbound DNA fragment, the local Rise is appreciably high compared to the intermediate dimer steps (Table 2 and Figure 8) . However, the corresponding helical rise is rather low, especially at the ®rst step, which thus bears some similarity to extremely compressed conformations. In fact, local and helical base-pair parameters observed for the extreme terminal kinks closely match their calculated range and variation in A k structures. For example, the high (over 40 ) helical twist at these steps appears to reduce the duplex radius r and to induce large negative helical inclination.
Mechanics of DNA distortion
Finally, we conclude that despite the simplicity of our homopolymer model, which (i) ignores the mixed sugar puckering found at kinked TBP-DNA steps and accordingly biases the choice of backbone and glycosyl torsion angles; (ii) sets the Buckle angle to zero, although it varies noticeably in the TBP-DNA structures, especially at kinked dimer steps; and (iii) uses a different sequence, we closely mimic the structure of DNA in contact with TBP at both non-kinked (A 3 B 3 forms) and kinked (A k subfamily) steps. The close resemblance of the co-crystal DNA structures to our calculated forms (both stretched and compressed) further corroborates our conclusion that a simple``stretching and unwinding'' mechanism of TATA-box recognition (Lebrun et al., 1997) does not re¯ect the complicated mechanics of DNA distortions observed in the complex with TBP. In fact, an intricate interplay between various base parameters leads to the unusual conformation of TATA-box DNA, which is neither A nor B. Furthermore, the nature of the conformational change depends on the structural parameters used to describe the observed deformations: while P Á Á ÁP distances are suggestive of local chain extension (Lebrun et al., 1997) , the two rise values reported here indicate that either the chain length remains practically constant, or is at most moderately stretched (local Rise), or that the structure is noticeably compressed (helical rise).
Our interpretation of the TATA-box structure also re¯ects differences in our de®nition of helical rise compared to values reported by others (Lebrun et al., 1997) using the Lavery-Sklenar Curves algorithm . Our helical rise corresponds to the distance between consecutive base-pair centers along the axis of the mini-helix generated by these two residues (see Methods). By contrast, the inter-base-pair distance in Curves ) is measured along the normals to the base-pairs (with the rise an average of the distances measured along the two normal vectors). To compare the two sets of parameters, consider an``ideal B-DNA'' with its helical axis passing through the base-pair centers, and local Roll Tilt 0 , Twist 36 , Rise 3.4 A Ê /bp. Now, if each pair is rotated about its long axis by the same angle (e.g. 20 ), our helical rise does not change, since the base-pair centers and helical axis remain in exactly the same places. The rise computed with Curves, however, increases noticeably since the normal vectors are no longer parallel to the helical axis (see Lu & Olson (1999) for further details). This simple consideration accounts for much of the increase in rise found with Curves at highly kinked DNA steps compared to other analysis schemes (Werner et al., 1996; Fernandez et al., 1997; Lu et al., 1997; Lu & Olson, 1999) , including the CompDNA routines (Gorin et al., 1995) used here.
RecA-stretched DNA
Our results can also be tied to the RecA-driven process of homologous recombination, where both single-stranded (ssDNA) and double-stranded (dsDNA) molecules are severely extended and underwound (Stasiak et al., 1981; Stasiak & Di Capua, 1982) . During the exchange of genetic information the dsDNA from one chromosome recognizes and swaps strands with the homologous ssDNA fragment from a sister chromosome (for reviews, see West, 1992; Kowalczykowski & Eggleston, 1994) . RecA, one of many known recombination proteins, binds ssDNA and forms a helical ®lament that facilitates ssDNA-dsDNA interactions and the search for homology (Egelman & Stasiak, 1986) . One of the most intriguing characteristics of the RecA-DNA complex is its extreme stretching (helical rise % 5.1 A Ê /bp) and unwinding (helical twist % 20 ) (Stasiak et al., 1981; Stasiak & Di Capua, 1982) . Remarkably, the DNA rise and twist in the recombination ®laments are nearly species-independent (Ogawa et al., 1993) , suggesting that these distortions are functionally meaningful. Molecular models of ssDNA-dsDNA interactions (Zhurkin et al., 1994a,b) indicate that the stretching and unwinding may be advantageous for DNA-DNA homology recognition. In particular, the increased separation of bases, i.e. rise, reduces the chances of mismatch formation between single strand and duplex.
Stretched duplexes
In view of these data, it is interesting to consider whether our calculated stretched forms offer any clues to the recognition mechanisms involved in homologous recombination. The energetically optimal dsDNA forms corresponding to the RecAinduced helical rise of 5.1 A Ê /bp include: the A 1 and B t duplexes at high salt and the A t and B t forms at low salt (Figure 1) . We assume that our`h igh salt'' models more closely mimic the environmental conditions in the center of the RecA ®lament, where there are numerous positively charged amino acids, especially in the vicinity of the L2 loop (Story et al., 1992) . We further choose the A-like (A 1 ) over the B-like (B t ) form in the recombination model detailed below, given that a C2 H -endo to C3 H -endo conformational transition is detected in FTIR measurements of the RecA-threestranded complex (Dagneaux et al., 1995) . The reasoning behind our protein-DNA model, however, is applicable to any of the aforementioned conformations: A 1 , A t , B 1 and B t , all of which share similar global features.
The energetically optimal A 1 form extended to 5.1 A Ê /bp, is characterized by positive helical inclination and negative Roll (Figures 2, 3, and 6 ). That is, the bases are oriented in the same way as in the classic C-and D-DNA ®ber forms (Arnott et al., 1974; Selsing et al., 1975 ). The extremely wide major grooves of these helices ( Figure 6 ) are expected to facilitate favorable interactions with ssDNA. An additional functional advantage of our extended A 1 model is related to the orientation of base-pairs in the duplex and the inclination of the duplex itself as it slides along the RecA ®lament in search of the homologous single strand (Figure 9 ; Howard-Flanders et al., 1987) . The inclination of base-pairs in the extended A 1 duplex effectively cancels the inclination of the A 1 duplex itself with respect to the RecA ®lament, so that the base-pairs of dsDNA are nearly perpendicular to the overall RecA axis and nearly parallel to the bases of ssDNA (Figure 9 ). Such an orientation is expected to be functionally advantageous, facilitating basebase interactions, speci®c recognition, and strand exchange between double and single-stranded DNAs (Zhurkin et al., 1994a,b) .
Recombination model
Consider in more detail two critical assumptions in the model presented in Figure 9 : (i) the bases in ssDNA are nearly perpendicular to the RecA ®la-ment; (ii) the interaction between double and single-stranded helices occurs in the major groove of the duplex. The nearly perpendicular orientation of ssDNA bases is consistent with the linear dichroism of single-stranded DNA bound to RecA (Norde Ân et al., 1992 (Norde Ân et al., , 1998 . The most unusual feature of the ssDNA is the large separation between the bases, on one hand, large enough to weaken the stacking interactions and allow for the swapping of bases between ssDNA and dsDNA and on the other, too small to allow water molecules to penetrate between the bases (Zhurkin et al., 1994b) .
Importantly, this base positioning has been corroborated by recent NMR structures of several short ssDNA oligomers bound to RecA (Nishinaka et al., 1997 (Nishinaka et al., , 1998 , where the partially unstacked bases are separated by distances of $5 A Ê along the base normals. The loss in stacking interactions in the NMR structure is partially neutralized by favorable sugar-base interactions (Figure 10 ), but is also accompanied by an unusually high helical twist $50 (a value calculated by us with the CompDNA software (Gorin et al., 1995) from the coordinates deposited in the Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977) , PDB entry 3REC). While such over-twisting is apparently favorable in selected single-stranded DNA ®bers (Leslie & Arnott, 1978) , it contradicts the well known unwinding of long ssDNA in the RecA ®lament (Stasiak & Di Capua, 1982) . The extreme overtwisting of bases in the NMR structure may stem from the very short fragments of ssDNA bound to RecA in that study (Nishinaka et al., 1997 (Nishinaka et al., , 1998 . Indeed, only one or two RecA monomers can form a complex with the three to six nucleotide ssDNA characterized by NMR. The association of multiple RecA proteins is apparently necessary for stabilization of the underwound DNA structure operative in recombination. Therefore, we do not incorporate the NMR-derived information directly in our modeling, but rather use a ssDNA computer model (Zhurkin et al., 1994a) consistent with the 5.1 A Ê /bp stretching and 20 twisting of RecA-ssDNA complexes (Stasiak et al., 1981) .
This single-stranded structure, illustrated in Figure 10 , matches the duplex DNAs found in this work and is moderately stabilized by sugar-sugar interactions. The sugars associate via an unusually short (3.7 A Ê ) C2 H Á Á ÁO4 H contact, where the Vshaped CH 2 group at the 2 H -carbon tightly``envelopes'' the oxygen atom of the adjacent deoxyribose. Such advantageous interactions are well known in the DNA crystallographic literature (Wahl et al., 1996; Mandel-Gutfreund et al., 1998) . Geometrical analyses further show that this sugarsugar contact is more favorable when the sugar pucker is C3
H -endo (in accordance with FTIR measurements (Dagneaux et al., 1995) ), and the sugars are deoxyriboses (in accordance with the low af®nity of RecA for RNA (McEntee et al., 1981) ).
The second assumption of the model in Figure 9 , the recognition of ssDNA via the major groove of the duplex (Lacks, 1966; Howard-Flanders et al., 1984) , is consistent with recent data obtained from the cleavage of RecA-bound DNA by 125 I-emitted Figure 9 . Model, in stereo, of stretched dsDNA interacting with the extended ssDNA localized in the center of the RecA ®lament (Egelman & Stasiak, 1986; Howard-Flanders et al., 1987) . The RecA ®lament is shown schematically by gray ribbons. Notice that the bases in the duplex are inclined so as to facilitate interactions with the ssDNA bases known to be nearly perpendicular to the ®lament axis (Norde Ân et al., 1992 (Norde Ân et al., , 1998 . The large separation between the bases helps to avoid mispairing. The duplex is a member of the A 1 family extended to 5.1 A Ê /bp (Figure 7) . The three base-pairs shown in magenta are in register with the three nucleotides of the single strand (green), facilitating ssDNA-dsDNA recognition in the major groove (Howard-Flanders et al., 1984) and subsequent strand exchange (Zhurkin et al., 1994a,b) .
Auger electrons (Malkov et al., 1999) . This scheme also agrees with our ®ndings for extended duplexes. As evident from the view into the minor groove in Figure 9 , the right-handedness of the RecA-DNA ®lament (Ogawa et al., 1993) implies that the base-pairs must be rotated counter-clockwise around the dyad axis to form planar associations with the bases of ssDNA approximately perpendicular to the protein ®lament axis (Norde Ân et al., 1992 (Norde Ân et al., , 1998 . That is, to facilitate ssDNAdsDNA recognition in the major groove, the basepair inclination has to be positive. Importantly, such base-pair inclination is energetically favorable in the extended A 1 B 1 and A t B t duplexes (Figure 3) . By contrast, if the recognition were to occur through the minor groove, as suggested by others (Baliga et al., 1995; Podyminogin et al., 1995; Zhou & Adzuma, 1997) , the base-pairs would have to be inclined negatively, which is energetically unfavorable for stretched canonical duplexes, but feasible for higher energy A 2 B 2 and A 3 B 3 helices (Figures 1  and 3) .
Thus, our energy-optimized duplex model helps to tie together a number of previously known structural features of the RecA-DNA complex: (i) the RecA ®lament is right-handed (EM observation); (ii) the ssDNA and dsDNA in the RecA complex are stretched and unwound by 50 % (EM data); (iii) the bases in ssDNA are nearly perpendicular to the RecA helical axis (linear dichroism measurements); (iv) the base-pairs in the energetically favorable extended duplex are inclined positively (Figures 1 and 3) ; (v) the recognition occurs in the major groove of the duplex (HowardFlanders et al., 1984; Malkov et al., 1999) . Taken together, these features yield a self-consistent stereochemical model for the ssDNA-dsDNA recognition brought in register by RecA proteins.
Conclusions
This study has attempted to ®nd the intrinsic structural characteristics of double-helical DNA under extreme stretching and compression. Thesè`a ctivated'' conformations, energetically unfavorable under``normal'' conditions, are observed in complexes with proteins and other ligands and can be induced by novel micromanipulation techniques (Bensimon, 1996; Cluzel et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996; Baumann et al., 1997) . The critical assumption made here is that the intrinsic energy preferences of the double helix per se are used by the cellular machinery involved in DNA metabolism, and therefore, these natural preferences deserve extensive study. More speci®cally, we presume that DNA binding proteins take advantage of the natural DNA``energy landscape'', and that when such proteins deform the duplex, they do so in aǹ`e nergy economical'' way. This assumption has already been vindicated by numerous crystallographic examples of regulatory proteins bending and twisting the DNA to which they bind (for reviews, see Travers, 1989; Steitz, 1990; Suzuki & Yagi, 1995; Dickerson, 1998; Olson et al., 1998) . Here we have extended this assumption to thè`l ongitudinal'' deformations of DNA. Although usually ignored, the longitudinal elasticity of double-helical DNA is an important structural factor facilitating its mutual ®t with proteins. One of the best known examples is the variable (142-149 bp) length of DNA on the nucleosome core particle (Satchwell et al., 1986) , an observation Figure 10 . Comparison, in stereo, between (a) our energy optimized ssDNA dimer (Zhurkin et al., 1994a) and (b) the NMR-based model by Nishinaka et al. (1997 Nishinaka et al. ( , 1998 . The yellow broken lines designate favorable contacts between the CH 2 group at the 2 H -carbon and the O4
H atom in (a) and the (2 H -carbon) CH 2 Á Á Ábase interaction in (b). Notice that the helical twist is 20 in (a) and 50 in (b). The helical rise is $5 A Ê /bp in both cases (see the text for details).
DNA Stretching and Compression
possibly linked to local stretching and compression of the double helix in sequence-dependent wrapping around the histone octamer (see the detailed comparison in Results and Discussion of our calculations with the localized stretching of DNA observed in the crystallized nucleosome (Luger et al., 1997) ). Here we wish to emphasize that the interdependence between DNA stretching and twisting revealed in our simulations may be important for protein-DNA recognition in general. Proteins usually recognize DNA sequences containing several``consensus boxes'' separated by variable spacers. Therefore, assuming that bending deformations are limited, the duplex has to deform both in terms of twisting and stretching to facilitate effective protein binding to different DNA sites belonging to the same class of response elements. In this regard, it is important that our simulations predict positive correlations between B-DNA twisting and stretching, at least within the limit of 10-15 % of the equilibrium values (Figure 2(b) ). This correlation implies that the stretching of a duplex automatically leads to its over-twisting, making it relatively easy to ®t such a fragment into the same space normally occupied by a longer sequence, e.g. the terminal base-pairs of a stretched 10-mer will easily superimpose on the end residues of an 11 bp chain.
Another manifestation of the longitudinal`b reathing'' of DNA is the variability in length of Escherichia coli promoters. The DNA spacer between the``À 35``and the``À 10 boxes'' varies from 15 to 19 bp (Auble & deHaseth, 1988 ), a ®nd-ing which suggests that the helical rise of DNA may vary inversely with the length of the spacer (to secure the best ®t between promoter and RNA polymerase). A third example is the cyclic AMP receptor protein (CRP), which binds to consensus CACA and TGTG tetramers separated by distances varying from eight to ten base-pairs (Barber et al., 1993; Ivanov et al., 1995) . At least part of this variability may stem from the longitudinal¯exibility of the duplex. Notably, when CRP binds to a sequence with a longer spacer, the DNA undergoes a B-to-A-like transition (Ivanov et al., 1995) . In other words, the double helix is compressed and unwound to improve the mutual ®t between protein and DNA.
In principle, these``activated'' forms of DNA cannot be analyzed by traditional all-atom computational approaches, i.e. Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations of a macromolecule and the surrounding solvent environment, since the generation of these states requires high temperatures that would break base-pairs and rearrange the backbone. As a consequence, an alternative approach is needed to simulate the imposed high energy states.
To study such a complex system, the number of degrees of freedom must be reduced to a minimum and the independent parameters must be chosen so that they re¯ect the property of interest. For this purpose, we have used the generalized coordinates of bases as independent parameters, both in local and global (helical) coordinate frames, an approach which has proven to be effective in previous computer simulations of DNA bending and twisting (Zhurkin et al., 1991) . The interchange between global and local representations is straightforward and offers a distinct advantage for computer simulations, as well as for visualization and interpretation of the obtained structures. Here we use global helical rise, the natural measure of the length of a stretched DNA molecule, as an independent variable, and study the conformational changes that accompany imposed chain extension and compression. This contrasts with previous work where chain extension is brought about by arbitrarily imposed forces on the sugar-phosphate ends of the molecule (Konrad & Bolonick, 1996; . Our choice of a natural`r eaction coordinate'' avoids problems associated with the correct parameterization of applied forces and the apparent dependence of chain conformation on the sites of pulling (Cluzel et al., 1996; . The simpli®cations introduced in our model, in particular the imposed symmetry constraints on homopolymers, clearly minimize sequence-dependent structural features of the duplex. The energetic and structural responses to stretching and compression are therefore very similar for poly(dG) Á poly(dC) and poly (dA) Ápoly(dT) deformed under``low'' and``high salt'' conditions. Remarkably, the energy optimization yields most of the right-handed forms of DNA found in crystal and ®ber structures of double helices and their complexes with proteins and drugs. Thus, a comprehensive classi®cation of known double-helical forms becomes possible.
Stretching transition models
Our simulations reveal a conformational``domino effect'' that accounts for the stretching-induced phase transition found at $1.6 times the normal extension of B-DNA (Bensimon, 1996; Cluzel et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996; Baumann et al., 1997) . The model draws upon three principal ®ndings. First, there are several hyperfamilies of duplex forms characterized by qualitatively different responses to imposed stretching at the base-pair level. In particular, the base-pair inclination decreases upon DNA stretching in the A 1 B 1 and A t B t duplexes, but increases in the A 2 B 2 and A 3 B 3 forms (Figure 3(c) and (d)). Second, the ®rst set of hyperfamilies (A 1 B 1 and A t B t ) dominates at``normal'' degrees of DNA extension, whereas the latter set (A 2 B 2 and A 3 B 3 ) is preferable at``extreme'' levels of deformation. Third, the two classes of structures are energetically equivalent at``intermediate'' stretching (Figure 1 ). The substantial differences in basepair inclination between these equipotential forms introduce a steric barrier at the boundaries between the different conformations . The considerable magnitude of this barrier compared to the energy of base stacking is consist-ent with the sharp cooperative transition observed at this level of DNA extension.
Thus, the over-stretching of single DNA molecules can be described (to a ®rst approximation) by the one-dimensional Ising model that has also been used to account for the B 3 A and B 3 Z transitions of the double helix (Ivanov et al., 1974 (Ivanov et al., , 1983 . According to our calculations, the rearrangement of base-pairs caused by DNA stretching is greater than that in the B 3 A transition, but less than those needed to effect a B 3 Z transition (Ivanov et al., 1983; Olson et al., 1983) .
The present calculations, however, incorporate an implicit model of the solvent environment and a two-well potential for sugar puckering, which preclude treatment of a possible stretching-induced switch of sugar conformation. Molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations treating counterions and water molecules explicitly (Cheatham & Kollman, 1996; Yang & Pettitt, 1996; Sprous et al., 1998) , may be able to determine whether the unusual A t B t structures found here over the range of 4.0-5.0 A Ê /bp are indeed favored (provided that the helical rise is appropriately restrained). Open questions include whether a B-to-A-like transition is facilitated upon stretching, and what role non-canonical forms may play in reducing the cooperativity of DNA stretching in the presence of dehydrating agents (see Results and Discussion). Clearly, further experiments and theoretical analyses are needed.
Signi®cantly, comparable conformational ordering is found in simulations to be reported elsewhere of the longitudinal deformations of the alternating poly(dTA) Á poly(dTA) and poly (dCG) Ápoly(dCG) copolymers. While the pyrimidine-purine dimer steps are slightly more responsive than the purine-pyrimidine steps to imposed global stretching and compression, the overstretching transition occurs at an equivalent level of extension and entails the identical conformational interconversions, i.e. A 1 3 A 3 and B 1 3 B t 3 B 2 , reported here. Base sequence thus plays the same sort of subtle role in the DNA over-stretching transition as it does in guiding the natural folding and deformability of the unstressed double helix (Olson et al., 1998) . Moreover, the over-stretching transition occurs at nearly the same degree of extension in different chains, e.g. EMBL3 l DNA (Cluzel et al., 1996) and l bacteriophage DNA (Smith et al., 1996) , but the amount of force needed to effect the transformation depends on sequence, e.g. $65 pN for l DNA and poly(dCG) Á poly(dCG) versus $35 pN for poly(dTA) Ápoly(dTA) (Rief et al., 1999) . Our energy calculations reveal a common``domino effect'' in the over-stretching of different sequences, but do not directly probe the conformational barriers separating stretched helices of equivalent internal energy.
Extended states in the complex with RecA protein
The extended DNA observed in recombination ®laments (Stasiak & Egelman, 1988) is arguably the best known example of DNA stretching in biological systems. Remarkably, the degree of DNA extension in the complex, 5.1 A Ê /bp, is close to the helical extension (5.3-5.6 A Ê /bp) corresponding to the phase transition observed by DNA micromanipulations (Bensimon, 1996; Cluzel et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1996; Baumann et al., 1997) , and to the interval (4.0-5.0 A Ê /bp) of inter-family B 1 3 B t and B 1 3 A 1 /A t transitions predicted here. Apparently, DNA extended to $5 A Ê /bp is characterized by an increased conformational lability: various helical forms coexist in the same region of DNA conformation space, thereby enabling interconversions between equi-potential forms (Figure 1(a) and (b) ).
The conformational variability appears to be critical for the mechanistically complicated process of homology recognition and strand exchange. In terms of detailed functional implications, the unwinding and displacement of base-pairs, linked in this study to DNA stretching, enhance contacts with the DNA interior and reduces the probability of mispairing between double and single strands (Figure 9) .
Earlier, one of us has predicted a B-to-A-like transition in DNA stretched under the restrictions imposed by the geometry of the RecA-DNA ®la-ment in the so-called``extended R-form'' (Zhurkin et al., 1994a,b) . This transition, subsequently con®rmed by the partial C2 H -endo to C3 H -endo switching of sugar puckering in FTIR and NMR studies of DNA-RecA complexes (Dagneaux et al., 1995; Nishinaka et al., 1997 Nishinaka et al., , 1998 , also agrees with the present study: A 1 -forms are favored but B 1 -forms are disfavored at $5 A Ê /bp stretching (Figure 1(a)  and (b) ). Like the earlier extended R-form model (Zhurkin et al., 1994b) , the DNA stretched here has an increased hydrophobic surface compared to canonical A and B-form DNA. In principle, this feature could be an additional factor stabilizing the B-to-A switch in RecA-bound DNA, provided that water activity is decreased inside the RecA ®la-ment cavity. On the other hand, the decreased cooperativity of``physically manipulated'' DNA stretching detected in the presence of ethanol (Baumann et al., 1997) , can be related to the same B-to-A switch (see above). Thus, the RecA-DNA complex is perhaps another fascinating example of the synergism between the energy preferences observed for an isolated DNA molecule, and thè`d esign'' of the protein machinery that takes advantage of these preferences.
Compressed states and TATA-box deformations
Systematic compression of DNA homopolymers yields structures similar in terms of both dimeric and helical parameters to some of the deformed steps observed in crystal complexes of DNA with TATA-box binding proteins (J. L. Y. Kim et al., 1993; Kim & Burley, 1994; Nikolov et al., 1995 Nikolov et al., , 1996 Juo et al., 1996; Tan et al., 1996) . Paradoxically, the seven DNA steps contacted by protein appear to be globally but not locally compressed, in addition to being strongly bent and unwound, as described earlier (J. L. . The conformations of the two highly kinked DNA steps at the ends of the sequence resemble the A k structures generated here as well as a compressed poly(dTA) Á poly(dTA) copolymer to be described elsewhere. The intermediate non-kinked steps closely match compressed A 3 and B 3 structures which feature unusually wide minor grooves.
Despite the overall difference between RecA and TBP-induced deformations of DNA, the two systems have features in common that may be functionally important: base-pairs are accessible for recognition and single bases are easily¯ipped out of the duplex core much like the single bases in DNA-methyltransferase complexes (Roberts & Cheng, 1998) . In the case of RecA, the¯ipping of bases is an essential part of the strand exchange process (Howard-Flanders et al., 1984; Zhurkin et al., 1994a,b; Nishinaka et al., 1997 Nishinaka et al., , 1998 . In the case of TBP, the situation is somewhat more complicated. Here we must assume, in the absence of detailed structural information, that the distortions of DNA in the TBP complex are relevant to the interactions of DNA with RNA polymerase (see also Kim et al., 1997; Robert et al., 1998) . According to conventional thinking (von Hippel, 1998) , DNA base-pairs are somehow``melted'' during RNA synthesis so that the RNA can form Watson-Crick pairs with the DNA bases. The disruption of DNA base-pairing may not necessarily follow the same stretching-induced pathway as in the RecA-DNA complex where the duplex is untwisted, both grooves are widened, and the bases are easilȳ ipped out. DNA in the cell, especially in eukaryotes, is tightly packed, and longitudinal stretching is extremely expensive in terms of space: a stretched``bubble'' containing $20 base-pairs would be $100 A Ê long if the base-pair rise were increased to that in the RecA ®lament.
Evolution has apparently chosen an alternate way to open the double helix: DNA is sharply bent, perhaps as in the TBP complex, and such deformations have two important consequences: (1) individual bases are readily¯ipped out of the base-pair stack (Ramstein & Lavery, 1988) ; (2) the large kink increases the distance between adjacent bases. RNA-DNA mismatches can thus be avoided along the same lines as in the RecAstretched DNA model (Zhurkin et al., 1994a) . Therefore, TBP-like manipulations of DNA, in principle, can achieve the same two goals which are secured by DNA extension, but without the waste of space. The paradoxical deformations, i.e. local extension versus global compression, of TBP-bound DNA described here perhaps re¯ect a novel mechanism of information readout from the double helix. Such a process is spatially economical, kinetically ef®cient, and error-resistant. Notably, while direct structural data on DNA in the active center of RNA polymerase are still missing, the deformations in DNA bound to the reverse transcriptase (Ding et al., 1998; Huang et al., 1998) are consistent with the above scenario. In particular, the DNA duplex undergoes a local B 3 A transition, bending sharply toward the major groove and thereby exposing base-pairs in the minor groove and facilitating their opening.
Finally, the``activated'' forms of DNA analyzed in this study mimic the protein-induced deformations of the double helix in known complexes and are presumably tied to other biochemical processes. The distortions of DNA in such cases may lead to either complete or partial disruption of Watson-Crick base-pairs. In the absence of proteins, physical manipulations may yield these high energy``activated'' states and thereby suggest as new models for the design of DNA-binding pharmaceuticals.
Methods
Conformational variables
Nucleic acid polymers are described in terms of generalized coordinates that de®ne the positions and orientations of bases and sugar-phosphate backbones. The con®gurations of successive base-pairs are speci®ed by six independent``pair'' parameters: Propeller Twist, Buckle, Opening rotations and Shear, Stretch, Stagger displacements; and six``step'' variables, Twist, Tilt, Roll angles and Shift, Slide, Rise translations (see Dickerson et al., 1989) for qualitative de®nitions). Coordinates of backbone atoms are found using a standard chainclosure algorithm (Zhurkin et al., 1978) , which requires two additional variables per nucleoside unit (the pseudorotational phase angle P and the glycosyl torsion angle w) and an initial estimate of backbone geometry (e.g. trans versus gauche forms of the exocyclic O5 H ÐC5 H ÐC4 H ÐC3 H backbone torsion g). In addition to energy minimization, this parameter set has proved to be ef®cient in Monte Carlo simulations of DNA helices based on the DNAminiCarlo software package (Zhurkin et al., 1991) .
Regular homopolymers composed of identical basepair units are used to reduce the number of independent variables. Residues in complementary strands are further assumed to adopt the same sugar puckering and glycosyl angles. These simpli®cations make it possible to carry out a detailed search of conformation space, and also provide an easy way to control the length of the molecule. Indeed, for a regular DNA molecule it is possible to calculate a global axis and to determine all helical parameters with respect to this axis (see below). The magnitude of the helical rise serves as the natural measure of chain stretching or compression.
Helical parameters
The helical parameters used as independent degrees of freedom in the calculations are expressed in terms of the global helical axis relating neighboring base-pairs. While ®nding such an axis is non-trivial in the case of a deformed (asymmetric) structure (Lavery & Sklenar, 1990) , identi®cation is straightforward for a regularly repeating polymer (Miyazawa, 1961; Rosenberg et al., 1976) . Here we present formulas relating the``helical parameters``of a DNA homopolymer, helical twist ( h ), helical shift or x-displacement (D x ), helical slide or y-displacement (D y ), and step height (h), to the``local parameters``describing the geometry of successive base-pairs: Twist (), Tilt (t), Roll (r), Shift (Áx), Slide (Áy), and Rise (Áz).
We start by embedding coordinate frames B i and B i1 in the planes of neighboring base-pairs and de®ning S as the global helical axis (Figure 11 ). We introduce two additional coordinate frames, A i and A i1 , positioned at their origins along S such that transformations between pairs of coordinate axes are de®ned by: Here the r X are vectors in coordinate system X, M is the transformation matrix that orients base-pairs in the global coordinate frame, Z( h ) is the matrix de®ning rotation about the helical axis by angle h , T(,t,r) is the matrix that relates neighboring base-pairs, (D x , D y , h) are the components of helical displacement, and (Áx, Áy, Áz) are the components of local dimer displacement.
Rearrangement of the preceding expressions leads to the following relationships between local and helical parameters:
Local parameters are obtained from global parameters in two steps. First, the transformation matrix T relating neighboring base-pairs is constructed from M and Z using the given helical inclination Z, tip y, and twist h in equation (2). Here we take M X(y)Y(Z), where X and Y designate matrices for rotations by the designated angles about the local x and y-coordinate axes. Thus, matrix T is calculated as T(,t,r) Y(ÀZ)X(Ày) Z( h ) X(y)Y(Z). Symmetric base-pair step parameters can then be extracted from selected elements of T. For example, with T expressed as the symmetrized matrix product Z(/2 a)Y(b)Z(/2 À a) (Zhurkin et al., 1979) , Twist (), Tilt (t), and Roll (r) are given by: tan T 21 À T 12 T 11 T 22 4a t b sin a 4b r b cos a 4c
Here b is the net bending angle, and a the phase angle of bending, de®ned by:
tan a T 32 À T 23 T 31 À T 13 5b
Other de®nitions of T, e.g. (Babcock et al., 1994; El Hassan & Calladine, 1995) , yield related expressions for symmetric base-pair step parameters. Local parameters used here follow the de®ntions of the CompDNA software package (Gorin et al., 1995) . Rearrangement of equation (3) Alternatively, helical parameters, h , y, and Z, can be determined from local parameters. The angular com- Figure 11 . Schematic of coordinate frames and parameters used to relate local and helical parameters of dimer steps. Frames A i and A i 1 lie along the helical axis S, while frames B i and B i 1 are embedded in the planes of neighboring base-pairs. ponents are extracted from the elements of T constructed from a given set of local dimer rotations (, t, r): h Pz 8c
where:
Energies
